New logical and statistical methods are used for the analysis of relationships between survivance and immunological variables. These methods are based on the search of the regularities (syndromes) in the multidimensional space. The syndromes are the elements of partitions of allowable areas of variables. To estimate the statistical validity of found regularities the new technique based on Monte-Carlo computer simulation was used.
INTRODUCTION
many cases these methods allow to achieve quite good results (Jefferson, 1997 , Soong 1985 . On Mathematical models are now widely used for the other hand complex biological systems are predicting the outcome of treatment in cancer. The characterized by great number of various factors and most popular are the proportional hazards Cox nonlinear associations and dependencies. Standard model, logistic regression and neural networks. In statistical linear regression methods are not always *Corresponding Author: Fax: +7-095-137 41 01; E-mail: bioimath@sky.chph.ras.ru t~-m a i l : senkoC3ccas.r~ effective for the analysis of complex biological systems (for example the immune system). The analysis is more difficult in the cmall groups of cases which are typical for rare diseases. Thus development of new mathematical approaches which are suitable for the biomedical data analysis and for the solution of prognostic tasks may be useful.
Algorithms named by voting recognition methods were developed by Dmitriev and Zhuravlev (1966) , Bongard (1967) , Karp and Kunin (1971) . The Statistically Weighted Syndromes (SWS) technique is the further development of voting methods that is based on statistical estimates (Ryazanov. 1990 , Senko, 1993 Kuznetsov, 199.5, 1996 a,b; Kuznetsova, 1995) . The SWS technique includes the search of so called "syndromes" in multidimensional space of predicting variables and the use of voting procedures by the sets of syndromes for prognosis.
The SWS technique was already used for the solution of several prognostic tasks. It has been successfully used for the prognosis for chemiotherapy of osteosarcoma . The problem of prognosis of treatment of bladder cancer patients was successfully solved by SWS technique while logistic regre<sion analysis failed to discriminate the groups of bad and good responders (Jackson, 1998) . The validity of results was established with the help of the permutation test. The task of prediction of long-term responses to antiretroviral treatment was also solved (Mueller, 1998) . The SWS technique was compared with regression trees technique and the SWS predictions appeared to be more stable. The SWS method allowed to reveal the significant differencies between the group of patients with Wilson's disease and the group of healthy donors by immunological parameters (Zhirnova, 1998) .
In this study we have investigated the possibility to use this approach in the particular clinical situations. We had to construct the algorithm for the prediction of short time disease-free survival in osteosarcoma and stomach cancer patients. We also used the new method of statistical validation of regularities described by syndromes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pretreatment immunological features were analyzed in two groups of patients. The set of samples for the first task consisted of 80 patients with nonmetastatic osteosarcoma: 55 patients with bad outcome and 25 patients without progression during one-year period. Forty seven patients with gastric cancer were selected for the second task. At twoyear follow-up period 27 of 47 patients were classified as disease-free survivors and 20 patients had progressive disease.
Cell phenotypes of the patients were studied using the broad panel of monoclonal antibodies for the differentiation antigens of peripheral blood lumphocytes: CD3, CD4, CD8, CD5, CD7, HLA-DR, CD24, CD16, CD38, CD2.5, CD71, HLA-I, CD45, CD50, CD45RA, CD95. Measurements were performed by the indirect immunofluorescence assay in a Becton Dickinson flow cytometer FACS-scan and presented in percentage and absolute (cells/ml) forms. In addition G, A and M immunoglobulins serum levels (by Manchini) were determined.
Multivariate Pattern Recognition Analysis
Pattern recognition methods were used for the classification (recognition) of objects by the set of meanings of predicting variables. The recognition algorithm includes the analysis of empirical data table (so-called procedure of tutoring at the training set). The basic principle of SWS method is the voting procedure of syndromes. The syndrome is the subarea in multi-dimensional variable space that contains the projections of cases. The syndromes are constructed with the help of partitioning of parameters values ranges. The partitions with the maximal value of quality functional are searched. The quality functional characterizes how the objects from different groups are separated with the help of partition. The search for the sets of the most informative predicting variables is performed. The stepwise procedure is used, which implies the gradual escalating of parameters number in a set by adding the variables that give the best improvement of recognition by SWS method. The cross validation technique is used for statistically valid evaluation of effective recognition coefficient (ERC) that is used as the measure of an exactitude of recognition (see Appendix).
The Method of Statistical Validation of Syndromes Constructed by Partitioning
The analyses of syndromes that was used to construct the predicting SWS algorithms may give additional information about informativity of different variables and the types of dependencies. The vizualization by 2-dimensional diagrams simplifies the interpretation by medical experts. The syndromes in SWS method are constructed by partitioning of intervals of single variables. However sometimes the unidimensional procedure does not allow to find the optimal solution. So the additional method of partitioning of 2-dimensional areas of pairs of variables was developed. The main problern of partition approach is the statistical validation of results. The standard Xi-square method is suitable only when data set is large enough to form the two subsets (Kendall, 1967) . One of these subsets is used to construct the optimal partition and another is used to estimate the validity that the found dependence really exists. The statistical significance of results may be over estimated when the same set is used for partition construction and for validation. Usually the medical databases include only about hundred cases. So the procedure using two sets is ineffective and some another technique is necessary. To estimate the statistical validity of revealed regularity the Monte-Carlo technique was used (Ermakov, 1975) . The large number of random tables was simulated in accordance with the supposition that compared groups have the equal distributions. The size of each random table and true table must be the same. The partitioning result at the true table is compared with the partitioning results at the randomized tables. The statistical significance level of regularity based on some partition is defined as ratio of random tables that allow achieving the better separation of two groups than the separation achieved at true table.
RESULTS

The Task N 1
The I-year metasta~is-free survival prediction in osteosarconza patients using of immunological parameters.
Classic statistical analysis (Student's t-criterion) does not indicate significant differences between osteosarcoma patients groups with or without early progression. However slightly more sophisticated technique based on forming of subgroups of patients with the help of threshold meanings of immunological variables have shown the existence of valid relationship between survivance and some immunological parameters. Thresholds are found with the help of partition constructed by one parameter with one border (the lTt partitions model, see Appendix). The factors affecting survival are represented in the Table I . We found that the most prognostic power has the percentage of HLA-DR-positive lymphocytes.
The statistical validity was estimated by log-rank test. It must be noted that significant diversity of survivance curves exists at the initial period of time and it diminishes to the end of observation period. So we decided to estimate also the statistical difference between curves at initial period when all 1-year survivors are considered alive with the censoring time 12 month. The resultb are presented in 3rd column of Table I .
The survival curves calculated by Kaplan-Mayer method for I st group of 23 patients with HLA-DR < Figure 1 . The multivariate analysis was performed using Statistical Weighted Syndromes method. A stepwise procedure was used to select the factors that give the best prediction of 1-year survivance. The set of selected factors includes HLA-DR-positive lymphocytes (961, HLA-DR-positive lymphocytes (cells/ml). IgG (IUIl), CD3-positive lymphocytes (%) and percentage of lymphocytes. The exactness of forecasting was estimated by cross validation method. The number of correctly predicted cases was 59 (74%), the number of mistakes was 18 (22%), and the number of rejects was 3 (4%).
The optimal partition constructed by HLA-DR+-and percentage of lymphocytes with one border at each parameter (the 3rd model, see Appendix) which separates investigated groups is presented 
The Task N 2
The survival evaluation in stomach cancer patients ~' i t h using of ir~znzunological parameters. The comparison of means and distributions of immunological parameters values in patients groups with stomach cancer (see Table 11 ) demonstrated significant increase of CD50-and CD16-positive lymphocytes (%) in the group with good outcome. Using the nonparametric U-criterion (WilcoxonMann-Whitney, WMW) we found out the significant differences between groups by only one parameter -platelets (cellslml).
The optimal thresholds are found with the help of partition constructed by one parameter with one border (the I?' partitions model, see Appendix). The most powerful factor affecting survival appeared to be CD50-positive lymphocytes percentage. ----. Group 2 FIGURE I The survival curves calculated by Kaplan-Mayer method for the group of osteosarcoma patients with HLA-DR < 7.6% and the group of osteosarcoma patients with HLA-DR > 7.6%.
SURVIVANCE IN TUMOR PATIENTS
Lymphocytes, % HLA-DR, % FIGURE 2 The optimal partition constructed by percentage of HLA-DR+-lymphocytes and of common lymphocytes with one border ar each parameter. The cases of the group with bad outcome are denoted "on, the cases of the group without earlier progression are denoted by "x". The optimal partitions conctructed by pairs of parameters with one border at each parameter (the 3rd model. see Appendix) were searched. Rather good separation was achieved for the pairs presented at Table 111 . To validate the regularities based on found partitions the comparison with Monte Carlo generated random tables was implemented.
For example the optimal value of quality functional (see Appendix) at true table for pair of immunological parameters as percentage of CD45-positive and CD50-positive lymphocytes was 8.89. The value of quality functional was less than 8.89 in case of 1984 tables. So the statistical validity of regularity js estimated ac 0.992 (significance level p < 0.008). 
In case of second pair (percentages of CD16 and CD5-positive cells) the optimal value of quality functional at true table was 7.96. The 2000 tables were generated using bootstrap technique. The value of quality functional received by stochastic tables was less than one at true table in case of 1946 tables. So we'll consider that the statistical validity of regularity is estimated as 0.97 (significance level p < 0.03).
The corresponding optimal partitions are shown on the scatter plots at Figures 4, 5. The patients from the group with bad outcome are denoted "o", the patients of the group without earlier progression are denoted by "x".
We have tried to solve the problem of discrimination of the two patients groups with the method of statistically weighed syndromes (SWS). We have used 19 parameters. Seven the most informative parameters were determined. They are (in an order of descending informativity) percentage of CD5O+-lymphocytes, plateletes (cells/ml), CD 16+-lymphocytes, leucocytes (cells/ml), percentage of CD3+-, CD45'-, HLA-Dr+-lymphocytes. The effective recognition coefficient (ERC) (see Appendix) as coefficient of correlation between the group number prognosis and true numbers of group was 0.66. The correct prognosis is carried out in 79% of cases (22 valid prognoses in 27 patients with good outcome, The number of mistakes was 9 (19%), the number of rejects 1 (2%).
CONCLUSIONS
The discussed methods based on partitioning and voting proce,dures allow us to construct algorithms predicting 1-year survivance in osteosarcoma of extremities and 2 year survivance in stomach cancer by immunological prognostic factors. Our results allowed us to suppose that the count of HLA-DR+-cells is the most informative parameter for prediction of 1-year survival in patients with osteosarcoma of extremities. The informativity of this parameter was also mentioned earlier in the works of Leskovar (1996) , De Stefani (1996) , Ishigarni (1998). We ascertained the high forecasting informativity of adhesion cells (percentage of CD50-positive lymphocytes) in case for stomach cancer prediction. The log-rank test shows the strong difference between groups formed by percentage of HLA-DRt-cells for the 1" task and percentage of CD5O'-cells for the 2nd task using thresholds. However it must be taken into account that thresholds are found by corresponding training sets. The same data set is used in each case for the calculation of log rank test statistics that have been used to calculate threshold. So the statistical significance of difference revealed by log rank test may be too high (Kendall, 1967) . Thus the new technique of the prognosis of survivance in solid tumor patients based on optimal partitions of immunological parameters ranges has been represented. We consider that our approach allow to reveal and describe dependencies in survivance evaluation. The main advantages of this approach are the possibility to ascertain the complex nonlinear regularities and simple visualized form of the analysis results representation. It can be used for analysis large variety of medical and biological investigation.
The developed program complex of algorithms can be recommended for the analysis of data in the cases of small groups, the large quantity of parameters and in presence of the missed data that is typical for medical and biological researches.
APPENDIX The Method of Statistically Weighted Syndromes (SWS)
Suppose that variables X I , . . . ,X,, are used to describe patients that belong to 2 groups (classes) K , and K2. Our goal is to construct by training 1) At the first stage of training the set of "syndromes" is constructed in multidimensional space. The syndrome is defined as subarea in multidimensional space that contains descriptions presumably belonging to one of the classes. To construct the syndromes the partitioning of variables ranges is used. Suppose that the values of variable Xi belong to interval M,. The best partitions of M i from models I or I1 are searched using quality and stability functionals (see below). The partition with maximal value of quality functional F, and with the stability functional F, value not less than some fixed threshold is selected. The threshold is defined by the user. We usually used threshold from 0.7 to 0.95. In case when both models I and I1 not allow achieving the threshold we reject from further consideration of variable Xi. So the selection of variables takes place at the first stage of partitioning. Suppose that rl; , . . . , r,i are elements of optimal partition of M i .
We shall say that syndrome Qji is supported by element of partition rji if it includes those and only those patients descriptions with Xi belonging to r j i .
The syndromes system Q constructed at the first stage consists from all syndromes supported by elements of optimal partitions and all possible their intersections.
2) Suppose that we want to classify patient with the vector of predicting variables T belonging to syndromes Q1. the reject from recognition takes place. To estimate the validity of recognition the cross validation mode can be used can be shortly described as follows. One of the object is removed from training table. The tutoring is carried out by the rest objects. Then the removed object is classified with the received solving rule. The procedure is repeated with every object from the training table. The effective recognition coefficient (ERC) is defined as the correlation coefficient between the true number of the class and estimates calculated by voting procedure (1). The more the ERC value the better are the recognition results.
3) The search for the sets of the optimal predicting variables is the important part of training procedure. The optimal set allows to achieve the possibly maximal exactness of recognition of the objects from compared groups. The stepwise procedure is used, which implies the gradual escalating of parameters number in a set by adding the parameters that give the best improvement of recognition by SWS method.
The Models of Partitions
The partition model is dejined as the set of partitions with the number of elements less than some jxed number, which are built bv the same apriori defined and$xed algorithm. In this paper we used the models with the partitions formed by the boundaries parallel to coordinate axes are represented . The IS' model ( Figure 6 ,a) includes all partitions with the number of elements less 3, which are constructed by single parameter. The 2nd model (Figure 6 ,b) includes all partitions with the number of elements less 4, which are made by single parameter. The model (Figure 6 ,c) includes all partitions with the number of elements less 5 , which are constructed by the pair of parameters with the number of borders at each parameter less than 2.
The Quality of Partitions
Suppose that we want to construct the optimal partition of allowable interval of predicting variable X,. Suppose 
THE MONTE CARL0 PROCEDURE OF PARTITION BASED REGULARITY VALIDATION
The coefficient a(RL, So) we use as the measure of statistical validity of partition based regularity. Suppose that we have a process that generates random tables that coincide by the size with the true training table according with zero hypothesis Ho. The zero hypothesis suggests that analyzed variables have the same distributions for both classes K1 and K2. The coefficient n(Rk, 30) is defined as the probability of casual arising of data set 3 which does not allow to find the corresponding optimal partition ~( 3 ) from model ak with the meaning of quality functional F,(R(S), 3 ) exceeding the value F,(R&), $0).
To estimate the c u (~~, S~) defined above the Monte-Carlo method is used (Ermakov, 1975) . The "data sets" are constructed with the help of random numbers generator. Such tables will be further referred to as random tables. Then the procedure similar to bootstrap procedures is used (Efron, 1979) . The two independent casual selections with replacement of the length m are made from set I, = {1, . . . . m ) . Suppose that selections {11, . . . , I,) and ifi, . . . ,&) are generated. Then the random table corresponding to these selections is the set of pairs {Cv/,;rt,), . . . , CVI,,,;~~;,,) ).
Suppose that 2N independent selections with returns are made from I,, and random tables set SR = (3;;. . . , Sh) is constructed. The cr(Rk, 30) is estimated as the ratio of random tables from SR with F,(R(~:')) < F,(R($~)) and the full number of generated tables. Such approach of course gives the maximal possible similarity between the empirical distributions and measure P. It may be used in case when the number of parameters is little or we are interested in investigation only several pairs of parameters. In case when the parameters number is several tens as it is usually in medical research the approach demand great amount of calculations.
Really, the random tables set SR must be a new constructed for the each pair of parameters. So we suppose to use the single set SL common for all pairs of parameters. The set 3: is constructed using uniform and mutually independent distributions of <<prognozing> and empirical distribution of prognozed value concentrated in points { y l , . . . . y m ) Such approach allows to diminish very significantly the amount of calculations but it also can corrupt the estimates of regularities validity in case when real parameters distribution significantly differs from uniform. Some corrections must be made in these cases.
